Twelfth Annual Faculty Author Reception (1994 - 1995)

Thursday, November 16th, 1995

Sponsored By The Division Of Learning Resources
~ & ~
the Friends Of The Leonard H. Axe Library

To Honor the University’s Faculty Authors for Their Outstanding Contribution to the Scholarship of the State of Kansas
The Library recognizes authors of journal articles and other works with a display in the browsing area. Writers in departments throughout the University submit the first page of their article and a photocopy of the cover of the issue in which the article appeared.

---

**BIOLOGY**


**CHEMISTRY**


**CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION**


McCoy, Linda Jones. "Interview with a Kansas Author: Dr. Don Coldsmith." Kansas Journal of Reading (Spring 1994) Vol. 10 pp. 68+.


**ECONOMICS**


ENGLISH


McDougall, Jo. "Circus" (poem). Louisiana Literature (Fall 1994) p. 70.


Sullivan, Olive "Coming Back From New Mexico at Night" Pu ma Prints (Spring 1995).


FOREIGN LANGUAGES


Smith, Paul C. "European Speech Acts and the Destruction of the New World Other." Diaspora, Journal of the AA-HLCC.

HISTORY


MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING


PHILOSOPHY

**PSYCHOLOGY**


**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**


**SOCIAL SCIENCE**


**SPECIAL SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES**


**TECHNOLOGY STUDIES**